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hey! this girl Katy looks like Avril!!! They re both pretty and talented if you
compared
them, They re also look alike to each other.
I can t find any tabs on this song on the net so I decided
to tab it though my self and it sounds 100% correct to me.
This song sounds like GREENDAY s BRAIN STEW in the INTRO.

STANDARD TUNING: EADGBe

Chords used

G#5-    466xxx
G#Aug5- 476xxx
G#m-    466444
E-      022100
C#-     x46664
F#-     244322
B-      x24442
D-      xx0232

Intro: G#5-G#Aug5 (x2)

Verse:
G#5
   I wanna live before I die
G#Aug5
   so don t say I have to cry
   G#5
on one more freezing floor
  G#Aug5
I ask you to open the door
    E
and see how things could have gone
C#
   The reason that it took so long
  G#5
before you could figure out
     F#                         E(hold)
that for so long I was about to break
                      C#
and there were no arms to keep me
                    G#5                      F#



from harming me and now I m searchin back to see
                     E
how I never tried to ask for some sympathy
       C#                                   G#5
 cause no- nobody wants to ride with me too far

 cause I might trip away
    F#
but in your arms I d rather stay

Chorus:
E                 C#
   You might just turn into something I like
G#m               B
   You might just turn into something I like
E                 C#
   You might just turn into something I
G#m                        B
la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la-la
E                 C#
   You might just turn into something I 

Verse 2:
E       G#m
Want to dream about
C#
  a something I can t live without
   G#m
My foot is in your hand
F#
  I want you to understand
    E       G#m
how I could be confused
C#
   right after being used
    G#m
but still your here in spite
       F#(hold)
when I close my eyes to dream at night
E
   I ve gotta keep my pants on
C#                                    G#m
   I gotta check my pulse before I ve gone too far away
   F#                         E
to hurt so i think I ll stay around to hear ya breath
C#
   saying all those words to me
  G#m                       F#
unraveling my fantasy while I drink my oleander tea



(Repeat Chorus except last line)

E                 C#                    F#-E  
   You might just turn into something I liii.... 
D          C          B(hold)
   Yea-yea-ea-ea-ea-aa

Interlude: Hey!! If you know the guitar solo for this part, please e-mail me as
soon as
possible, I m only expert at chords

This is it s equivalent if it comes to chords

G#5-C#-G#m-B-E-C#-G#m-B

Chorus 2:
E                 C# 
   You might just turn into something I like
G#m               B
   You might just turn into something I like
E                 C#                    G#m(x3)-B-G#m(Hold)-G#m
   You might just turn into something I


